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O
f the many ways to bifurcate the

human population, one is to consider

whether you will find the book The

Second Life Herald compelling or silly. A sim-

ple way to decide this for yourself is to con-

sider its opening paragraph:

It was a quiet night at the Alphaville

Herald. The newspaper had been put to

bed and a man known as Urizenus, its

publisher, was as usual the last one in

the office. He busied himself closing

up shop, tending to fireplaces and

cleaning up the messes that had accu-

mulated over the course of the day. It

took a few minutes to get Uri’s cats,

Cheddar Cheese Cheetah and a tabby

named Black, back into their cages.

Then he turned out the lights, locked up

for the night, and headed home.

The events in that paragraph and much of

what follows in the book took place in a virtual

world. As any number of breathless news sto-

ries have by now explained, these worlds are

online spaces where users navigate around a

representation of a physical space using their

avatar or “toon.” In doing so, they potentially

interact with thousands or hundreds of thou-

sands of other users. Although these environ-

ments are remarkable technological achieve-

ments, for all their sophistication they still

demand a huge imaginative leap. They ask the

user—and the authors of this book ask the

reader—to “be” in the offices of this virtual

newspaper. They ask us to take seriously the

idea that those sets of scripted pixels that appear

on the screen as “cats” aren’t just entries in a

database, but really are Urizenus’s pets. 

And so how you feel about this book will,

in the end, come down to the metaphysical

question of whether you think that the events

recounted in it actually “took place” inside

some world—rather than within the febrile

imaginations of the authors

and the other users of the

computer systems that con-

stitute the two worlds at the

core of the book, The Sims

Online and Second Life.

Apart from studying

virtual worlds for a living,

I am among the converted

on this question, and I

have no problem with the

idea that these events are meaningfully real.

Some genuinely important moments of my

life have occurred within the boundaries of

various online worlds. For people like me,

who don’t find the opening paragraph

slightly ludicrous, the book is one of the best

accounts of why these worlds matter now—

and will matter even more in the future, as

they are put to all manner of uses: scientific

experiments, social interactions, work, prop-

erty investment, sex, and so on. Peter Ludlow

(a professor of philosophy and linguis-

tics at the University of Toronto) and

Mark Wallace (a freelance journalist)

were the editors of the virtual newspa-

pers the Alphaville Herald (in The Sims

Online) and the Second Life Herald (in

Second Life), and they take these worlds

very seriously. The stories that they have

collected from their eponymous news-

papers—stories of virtual prostitution,

asset trading, censorship, and the like—

are amusing, often racy, and engaging.

Their meditations on some of the interesting

questions that emerge from virtual worlds—

on issues like what experiences are real, or

how we should structure the governance of

these worlds—are always thoughtful and fre-

quently insightful.

But for the many who don’t buy the impor-

tance of virtual worlds, this book may just be

the evidence they need to dismiss them alto-

gether. The book’s dominant theme is a medi-

tation on the injustices that game developers

inflict upon users. At times, the narrative

comes across as an airless, quasi-Marxist dia-

tribe, with big business (in the form of the

developers) crushing the proletariat (in the

form of the Heralds’editors or some aggrieved

users whose cases they champion). And the

book is written somewhat in the style of the

Heralds, that is, a mannered impersonation

of a hard-boiled detective/news-

paperman circa 1930. For those

familiar with Second Life, the

authors’ impersonation of J. J.

Hunsecker (via Dashiell Hammett,

as interpreted by Humphrey

Bogart, with a dash of Cary Grant,

etc.) will come as no surprise.

Second Life is mostly an elaborate

drag performance, and the acting

out of various elaborations of the

self—sexual, physical, emotional,

and so on—is about the only thing

going for the environment. People sure as hell

aren’t there because of the aesthetic appeal of

the environment. 

[This doesn’t quite explain why Second

Life became, briefly, such a hotspot for corpo-

rate public relations. Nevertheless, it’s evident

that there was more going on there than the

simple economics of hype and the fact that

Second Life was a relatively cheap way for

anxious marketers to head into online spaces

that they didn’t really understand. Second Life

is all performative surface and doesn’t reflect

life in any serious sense (game worlds like

World of Warcraft or Everquest are pro-

foundly more mimetic). The thinness of the

projections available in Second Life, and the

plasticity of the images, must have appealed to

public relations and marketing types. But that

is a story for another day.] 

In any event, readers unfamiliar with what

Ludlow and Wallace are doing may find some

tropes jarring. After a while, even I became

irritated with the recounting of how Uri

smoked a virtual stogie while raising a virtual

glass of scotch to some competitor or how the

Herald was so cheaply “printed” (on the Web)
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that it left virtual ink stains on the hands of the

residents of The Sims Online.

However, with luck and some imagination,

readers will be able to look past these stylistic

tics. They will find the book answers the ques-

tion of why they should care about virtual

worlds. There is life there, and it differs from

life in physical spaces. Ludlow and Wallace

offer what may be the best overview of the

lives that are lived online. There are any num-

ber of books explaining how to make money

in Second Life or how to “win” in the various

game worlds, but until now there were only

three seminal works—Edward Castronova’s

Synthetic Worlds (1) and Julian Dibbell’s My

Tiny Life (2) and Play Money (3)—that man-

aged to help the general reader understand

why these new worlds might matter. The

Second Life Herald is a worthy addition to this

small group and provides a useful, readable

guide to the recent past and potential future of

online worlds.
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PUBLIC HEALTH

Complexities of a
Continent
Alash’le G. Abimiku

H
IV/AIDS, Illness, and African Well-

Being links history, cultural ex-

change, economic exploitation, and

diseases across Africa in a very interesting

and holistic manner that captivates the

reader. The chapters were originally pre-

sented at a 2005 conference at the University

of Texas at Austin, where editors Toyin

Falola and Matthew Heaton are, respec-

tively, professor and graduate student in the

Department of History. The authors astutely

place the havoc caused by HIV in Africa

within the broader context of a continent

struggling with infectious diseases, high

rates of disability, and fre-

quent conflicts that sub-

stantially weaken its ability

to achieve economic stabil-

ity or respond appropri-

ately to the HIV/ AIDS

pandemic.

From the very beginning

of the book, one senses the

interplay between historic

events and dwindling public

health: the decades of use of

bactericidal “chewing sticks”;

a missed opportunity in

Ghana to educate the com-

munity on misconceptions

about epilepsy; the com-

promised health of South

African miners and the

accompanying poverty, bore-

dom, depression, alcoholism, and prostitution

(all ingredients that further fuel infectiousness

and hopelessness across the continent). A very

fascinating link between social activities and

health was forged by the globalization of hajj.

Heaton’s chapter on the historical development

of the West African pilgrimage scheme

(1919–1938) clearly demon-

strates how the global health

system was compromised by a

colonial regime more inter-

ested in staying in power than

in protecting the health and cit-

izenship of its pilgrims. How-

ever, colonization had some

positive impact on Africans’

health (for example, the reduc-

tion of river blindness and

eradication of smallpox). 

By presenting Africa’s

health issues in the context of its past socioe-

conomic practices, the book leads readers to

envision better health outcomes that could

have been based on the best of traditional and

westernized Africa. One wonders, for exam-

ple, how effective the eradication of malaria

might have been if indigenous knowledge

had been used along with Western medical

discoveries. The overreliance on the latter

led to overuse and underdosing, respec-

tively, of DDT and chloroquine, which pro-

moted resistant strains. Iruka Okeke’s espe-

cially informative chapter on the trends and

containment of antimicrobial resistance in

Africa offers potential solutions.

Quite appropriately, the editors devote sev-

eral chapters to the devastation caused by HIV.

These include quotes from key individuals

such as Kofi Annan, Paul Farmer, Stephen

Lewis, and Nobel laureate Joshua Lederberg,

who point out that despite multilateral initia-

tives targeting the HIV pandemic in sub-

Saharan Africa the global response has been

complacent. Yacouba Banhoro’s perspective on

trends in AIDS in Burkina Faso between 1985

and 2001 questions the efficacy with which

state policies and strategies to fight HIV/AIDS

have been implemented. Mandi Chikombero

reports focus-group discussions

among Zimbabweans that illus-

trate how a culture that does not

allow open discussion of sex

worsens the fear, anger, confu-

sion, and denial experienced by

HIV-infected persons. Such hope-

lessness could explain the delib-

erate attempts by infected per-

sons to spread the virus to unsus-

pecting victims. Nevertheless,

the successes enjoyed by Uganda

and Senegal in reversing upward

trends of AIDS clearly show that with a com-

mitted government at the helm other African

countries could at least contain their epidemics.

HIV/AIDS, Illness, and African Well-

Being highlights the social, economic, and

epidemiological complexities that beset the

health of tens of millions of Africans. The

authors’ accounts suggest that effective

responses to epidemics such as HIV/AIDS in

Africa must combine efforts to block disease

transmission, improve public health, and

promote economic development into a more

holistic approach. Alliances between re-

searchers in the developed West and their

African colleagues to seek effective and last-

ing solutions to Africa’s diseases may offer

lessons on how the West can care for neg-

lected minority populations that share simi-

lar epidemics with Africa. Global efforts to

improve Africans’ health must be bold, not

tentative, and draw on lessons from history.
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Collaborative effort. Johns Hopkins’s Laura Guay (left) and Makerere
University’s Philippa Musoke at their lab building in Kampala, Uganda,
the day that the country’s first shipment of nevirapine arrived.
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